Director unveils more SILENT NIGHT,
ZOMBIE NIGHT pics/trailer, talks new
project
by Sean Decker
(April 17, 2009)
Filmmaker Sean Cain got in touch with Fango to
provide us with a few exclusive production pics from
the final day of shooting on his recently wrapped
undead flick SILENT NIGHT, ZOMBIE NIGHT. You
can see ’em below, along with the new key art (by
Jason Beam) and a rather gory teaser trailer for the
indie feature, which we last reported on here; he also
shared the word on his next feature.
Cain, who’s currently editing SILENT NIGHT,
ZOMBIE NIGHT (which stars Vernon Wells, Jack
Forcinito and Nadine Stenovitch as a trio terrorized
by the ghouls), will be present at this weekend’s LA
Weekend of Horrors (sharing a table with LIVE EVIL
producer Mark Terry), and tells us that the film’s
trailer “will run right before the 8 p.m. Saturday
screening of director Jay Woelfel’s LIVE EVIL, as well
as looping at our table.
“We’re still in postproduction,” Cain continues, “and we’ve officially hired Jaye Barnes
Luckett [whose credits include Lucky McKee’s MAY and MASTERS OF HORROR
episode SICK GIRL] as our composer. Now that the trailer is finished, we’ll be talking
with distribution companies, as well as prepping for BREATH OF HATE in the summer.”
The latter, a feature written and to be directed by Cain this June, revolves around Love,
an erotic escort who is seeking a change in career. Unfortunately, her final booking is for
a trio of escaped mental patients “who define torture as high art and want to turn Love
into their latest masterpiece,” Cain explains. For more on SILENT NIGHT, ZOMBIE
NIGHT, check out its official website here and the MySpace page for production outfit
Velvet Hammer Films here.
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